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Do Not Give Gifted Children Too

Many Choices. Be Positive and

Directive. Increase Choice,

Freedom and Power Gradually

Several Times Each Year.

Do not ask preschool children if they

would like to eat, take a nap, tidy up their

toys. Instead, be positive but directly by

saying, “It is time to eat or nap”, “Now

please today up your toys before we read

our story”. Choices they can make

including which toys they want to play

with or making healthy food choices from

those already served at meals. 

Believe in Yourselves As Parents.

Do Not Disempower Yourselves.

You Can Reverse Over-

empowerment, But It Is Not Easy.

Envision yourselves as wise, thoughtful

parents. Take your time listening and

thinking before you respond to your kids.

They will respect your responses, and you

can stay consistent and follow through. Try

to never say to your kids, “You get me so

frustrated I cannot handle you.” And if you 

have over-empowered children who argue
constantly, so not call them lawyers or they
will be encouraged to argue even more.

Praise Gifted Children Moderately,
Postpone Superlatives Until They
Are Mature Enough to Understand
That Excellence Takes Great Effort.

Consider your values for your kids and use
words to praise them that represent those
values. We should use words that represent
what will help to motivate them. 

Do Not Discuss Children's Problem
Behaviours With Others Within Their
Earshot.

If you frequently call your child “pokey” or
“lazy”, he will stay lazy because he will begin
to believe it is part of what he is.

Use Positive Referential Talk
Deliberately to Help Children Fulfil
Their Potential.

Talking to a partner or friend within the
child’s hearing can build children’s
confidence and can redesign their persona
more positively. 
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Be Respectful of Your Own Parents,

Your Children's Grandparents 

Your kids are always watching you and

learn from you. If you are disrespectful,

they will assume that they should become

disrespectful of you when they grow up.

When your children come to you to

complain about their father and

mother expecting too much of

them, be alert not to get caught in

their manipulations.

They are hoping you will help them avoid

what the other parent has asked them to

do. You will want to respond in kindness

while maintaining a message of respect

for your spouse. If the kid says, “Mother (or

Father) expects too much of me”, an

appropriate answer is, “Your mother (or

father) expects this of you because she

knows you are capable. If she did not

expect it of you, it would mean that she

did not believe you could do it. You should

be pleased that your mom expects it. After

you do it, mom will be proud, and we will

feel good.”

Further to the GE policy firstly launched in
ECR 4 (Education Commission Report No.4)
in Hong Kong in 1990, followed by the former
committee members in CDCC (GE)
Curriculum Development Council (GE), we
steered and humbly started the
establishment of HKGETA. In 2013, HKGETA
was founded by Dr YT Li , CBE, JP as the Hon.
Advisor and Mr Ronnie Yeung as the
Chairman. HKGETA, non-profit making,
helping many gifted students in deprived
families, it is directly registered under EDB
Teachers' Centre in academic category, has
been serving as the only EDB registered
association dealing with the promotion of
gifted education development in HK.
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